Abstract Land surface temperature (LST) observations from a variety of satellite instruments operating in the infrared have been compared to estimates of surface temperature from the Met Office operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) model. The comparisons show that during the day the NWP model can underpredict the surface temperature by up to 10 K in certain regions such as the Sahel and southern Africa. By contrast at night the differences are generally smaller. Matchups have also been performed between satellite LSTs and observations from an in situ radiometer located in Southern England within a region of mixed land use. These matchups demonstrate good agreement at night and suggest that the satellite uncertainties in LST are less than 2 K. The Met Office surface analysis scheme has been adapted to utilize nighttime LST observations. Experiments using these analyses in an NWP model have shown a benefit to the resulting forecasts of near-surface air temperature, particularly over Africa.
Introduction
Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models require accurate estimates of the fluxes of heat and moisture between the land surface and the atmosphere. Consequently, many current NWP models contain (or couple) to a land surface model (LSM). Examples include H-TESSEL at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Balsamo et al., 2009) , JULES within the Met Office Unified Model (UM) system (Best et al., 2011) , and Noah LSM at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) (Chen & Dudhia, 2001 ). Improvements to LSMs have been shown to lead to improved near-surface forecasts of atmospheric parameters such as near-surface air temperature. Examples which can make large changes to nearsurface atmospheric forecasts over continental scales include improvements to hydrology modeling and the specification of surface albedo (Martin et al., 2010) and a more accurate representation of soil thermal and hydraulic parameters (Dharssi et al., 2009) . At the regional-scale changes to soil temperature and soil moisture initialization methods (e.g., Di Giuseppe et al., 2011) have been shown to improve the representation of boundary layer parameters. In particular, a study by Fan (2009) shows that the use of observed soil temperatures can influence convective development and therefore precipitation forecasts.
While some regions, notably the continental United States and parts of Europe and Australia, contain networks of sensors that measure soil moisture and temperature directly, most regions of the globe are poorly covered with such in situ observations of the land state (Dorigo et al., 2011) . Consequently, land data assimilation schemes for use in NWP models have been developed to use observations of the near-surface air temperature and humidity from conventional meteorological stations. In recent years these assimilation schemes have been adapted to also include estimates of soil moisture from satellite-based active and passive microwave instruments. Typical data assimilation methods include optimal interpolation (e.g., Douville et al., 2000) and the extended Kalman filter (EKF) technique (e.g., de Rosnay et al., 2013) . Operational soil analyses at the Met Office are produced via an EKF that uses both observations of air temperature and humidity from land stations (typically, following WMO (World Meteorological Organization) recommendations, at a height CANDY ET AL.
THE IMPACT OF SATELLITE-DERIVED LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURES 9783 of between 1.2 and 2 m above ground level) and surface soil wetness from the advanced scatterometer (ASCAT) instrument. ASCAT is a radar scatterometer on board the MetOp series of satellites. The EKF was implemented in the Met Office operational NWP suite in 2013. An attractive aspect of this method is that the Jacobian or H matrix is estimated as part of each EKF run through the embedded LSM. It is this matrix that contains the sensitivities between the parameters to be analyzed, in this case soil moisture and temperature, and each observation. Potentially, within this method it is possible to exploit satellite observations which have more indirect sensitivity to the analysis parameters, such as measurements of leaf area index and land surface temperature (LST). Measurements of LST, which represent the interface temperature between the land surface and the overlying atmosphere, are potentially challenging to assimilate. LST values can vary significantly between differing surface types and rapidly change magnitude in response to atmospheric effects such as changing daytime cloud cover. Nevertheless, there are several reasons to investigate the use of LST within NWP assimilation. First, there are now several satellite products available in near real time with good quality estimates of LST. One example of this is a product over Europe, Africa, and parts of South America that is generated every 15 min from observations made by the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) instrument on board the Meteosat Second Generation satellites. These observations have been shown to agree with in situ estimates of LST to within 2 K at an arid desert site (Freitas et al., 2010) .
Second, several studies have demonstrated improvements when LST estimates have been assimilated into LSMs. For example, a recent study (Ghent et al., 2010 ) used a similar approach to the EKF to assimilate SEVIRI data into a LSM over a domain covering Africa. Improvements were shown in both modeled soil moisture and heat fluxes. Such benefits, if realized within an NWP system, are very likely to benefit near-surface atmospheric forecasts. A final motivation for examining LST assimilation concerns the use of satellite sounding channels over land within NWP. Modeling of the sounding radiances from the previous forecast is a critical step in using this data and for channels that are sensitive to the surface a good estimate of the LST is required. For instance, Pavelin and Candy (2014) reject infrared sounding data over land for some arid surfaces where the global model NWP forecast LST appears to have a large cold bias, particularly during daytime in the Sahara. This is also an issue for limited area models; Guedj et al. (2011) report a similar cold bias for the ALADIN/France NWP model simulations (when compared to geostationary LSTs) over the Spanish Peninsular.
In this study we use LSTs acquired via the GlobTemperature project (Ghent et al., 2016) to perform impact studies in a state of the art NWP system via a land surface data assimilation scheme. GlobTemperature is part of the European Space Agency Data User Element program and has the aim to increase user uptake of Earth observation data over a wide range of disciplines concerning both research and operational applications. The GlobTemperature data include LST data sets from both geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites, and although the project does not provide the majority of these in near real time, the data sets are generated using the latest retrieval methods. To enhance user accessibility, there is a harmonized data format and each observation includes a quality indicator and an estimate of uncertainty. Although the work described in this paper concerns the impact of LSTs on numerical weather prediction for short-term weather forecasting, the GlobTemperature data record will span over 20 years of data and so will also be a useful source for the initialization of the land component of future NWP reanalysis projects. While there have been several reported studies of assimilating LSTs into land data assimilation schemes, to our knowledge the work reported here is the first attempt to assimilate LSTs into such a scheme which is then used to initialize an NWP model. This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the satellite LST data sets are described and compared to LST forecasts from the Met Office operational NWP global model and also in situ measurements. In section 3 the Met Office land data assimilation system is described with a focus on how the LSTs are used within it. We demonstrate how the additional information within the satellite data sets, in particular, quality information and supplied uncertainties, can be used within the assimilation process. The impact of the LST assimilation is examined through a series of experiments using the trial version of the Met Office NWP system. Results from these experiments are explored in section 4, examining the impact on model variables in both the land and atmosphere components. Conclusions and recommendations for further work are made in section 5.
assimilation and determine any constraints on their use. We describe here the GlobTemperature LST, NWP forecast and in situ data sets used, and their comparisons.
GlobTemperature LSTs
GlobTemperature is an ESA funded project with the aim of facilitating the use of satellite-derived LSTs to the wider user community (Ghent et al., 2016) . This project aims to enhance data set accessibility across a wide range of applications through the generation of data sets in a harmonized format from a variety of sensors operating in both the infrared and the microwave. The data sets include merged products from infrared sensors that have been intercalibrated in LST space. In this work we use LSTs that have been derived from each sensor at the orbit (or segment of orbit) level; these are commonly referred to as "Level 2" products. Table 1 summarizes each infrared sensor used in the study; both geostationary and polar instruments are represented. For Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) and SEVIRI LSTs the Globtemperature data sets utilize existing retrieval algorithms developed for these instruments. In the case of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) a new retrieval has been derived for Globtemperature (Ghent et al., 2016) .
LSTs are estimated from each of these sensors for both day and night scenes using cloud-free observations from channels with low atmospheric absorption in the 10-12 μm region. A good estimate of LST from top of the atmosphere measurements needs to take into account several factors including atmospheric effects, particularly water vapor absorption, and the variation in surface emissivity. The split window technique, in which a linear combination of measurements from several infrared channels is used to derive LST, is a common method for infrared sensors. For instance, the SEVIRI LSTs used in this paper are derived using observations from the 10.8 and 12 μm channels with coefficients computed as a function of the surface emissivity (Freitas et al., 2010) . Accounting for the variation in emissivity for land scenes is important as there is a wide variation in the infrared region; typically, depending on the surface type, values are found in the range of 0.9 to 1. Also, for regions of the Earth with a distinct growing cycle, there is a seasonal variation in emissivity as the fraction of vegetation increases, peaks, and then reduces in the field of view. Consequently, relationships can be determined between the surface emissivity and satellite-derived fraction of vegetation. An alternative approach is to use climatological emissivity maps which typically are derived from multispectral instruments (e.g., Seemann et al., 2008) and interpolate in space and time to obtain an emissivity estimate at the satellite observation location. The former approach is adopted for retrievals using the AATSR instrument, the latter by MODIS. Typically, the uncertainties in LST arising from the split window technique over land are in the range 1 to 3 K, with the largest errors associated with desert regions where the surface emissivity represents the largest component of the uncertainty budget (Freitas et al., 2010) . LST retrievals for scenes with a combination of large satellite zenith angles in regions of high water vapor will also contain large uncertainties. Consequently, these uncertainties are very specific to the location and manner in which the observation is made; an attractive aspect of the GlobTemperature data sets in studies such as the one reported in this paper is that they include an uncertainty estimate with each LST observation. Provision of LST uncertainty information on a per pixel basis builds on the methodology recently developed within the sea surface temperature community (Bulgin et al., 2016) , increasing consistency between remote sensing Earth surface temperature products. Uncertainty estimates are made within the retrieval process itself, propagating uncertainties from instrument noise, use of auxiliary data and retrieval process into the Level 2 product, where they can be independently validated using other data sources such as ground-based observations. As will be shown in section 3 the uncertainties can be used to correctly weight the observations in the data assimilation scheme.
The following results are a summary of comparison results between GlobTemperature LSTs and Met Office NWP fields/in situ data. 
NWP Forecast Data
The Met Office NWP system includes a land component based on the JULES model (Best et al., 2011) , with land usage split into five vegetation types (broadleaf trees, needleleaf trees, temperate (C3) grass, tropical (C4) grass, and shrubs) and four nonvegetated types (urban areas, inland water, bare soil, and land ice). The fraction of each of these types at each land grid point is mapped from a global land use data set provided by the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme. Model forecast data are provided via the operational Met Office archive, and forecasts are stored in 3-hourly intervals, so the NWP data are matched to the satellite observations via linear interpolation of the model fields in space and time. For the period of data used in the comparison (2011-2013) the NWP horizontal grid was made up of 1024 (east-west) by 769 (north-south) points which represents a resolution of 25 km at midlatitudes. Model forecasts of cloud cover were also extracted and matched to the satellite location and time. The model cloud information was used to ensure that the model state represents an estimate of LST under clear skies, in order to be consistent with the satellite observation. This was tested via a simple cutoff in cloud; any matchup with an NWP cloud cover in excess of 20% was ignored in the following comparisons. It should also be borne in mind that the satellite cloud masks are specific to each instrument and are not expected to be perfect.
In Situ Measurements of LST
Although not routinely recorded at meteorological stations, LST measurements are collected at several sites across the globe using fixed infrared instruments pointing at the ground. For instance at sites in Portugal (woodland) and Namibia (arid gravel plain). Both these locations have been compared to SEVIRI LST measurements to gain insight into their uncertainties (e.g., Trigo et al., 2008) . We use data from the Met Office observation site at Cardington, UK (52.10°N, À0.42°E). This site is based at a former airship station and is surrounded by open farmland and several villages in a relatively cloudy environment and so is a useful addition to the existing in situ comparisons made at the other sites. At Cardington an estimate of the surface temperature is made via a Heitronics KT15D infrared thermometer pointed at the ground from a height of 2.5 m leading to a target size over a grass surface of 1 m 2 in area. The instrument measures in the range of 8 to 14 μm wavelength with an uncertainty of 0.5 K, according to the manufacturer. Examples of LST time series made during summer and winter are shown in Figure 1 . It is apparent in Figure 1 that the diurnal range of LST during summer is much larger than during winter, in part due to the higher magnitudes of the short wave fluxes. Both these cases are predominantly cloud free, and it can also be seen that the LST responds rapidly to overhead cloud cover, for example, at around midday on 13 July. This highlights that it is important to ensure that LST matchups between differing sources are made as close as possible in time and represent similar conditions of cloud cover.
Since the infrared thermometer actually measures the radiance arriving at the aperture of the instrument, and as most real surfaces are unlikely to behave as a black body, then before comparisons can be made with satellite LSTs, a correction is required in order to obtain the true skin temperature of the surface. The correction follows a similar approach used in comparisons with AATSR data (Noyes et al., 2007) . The radiance arriving at the aperture of the instrument can be expressed in the following way:
where B(T measure ) represents the measured radiance, B(LST) the upwelling radiance emitted by the surface, B(T sky ) the downwelling radiance from the atmosphere, and ε the surface emissivity. B represents the Planck Function. Equation (1) leads to a conversion to LST from the observed radiance of the form:
Use of equation (2) requires an estimate of the surface emissivity, and this is taken from Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) retrievals collocated to the Cardington site (see Pavelin & Candy, 2014) .This was determined from the IASI spectral emissivity retrieval by applying a weighting using the response function of the Cardington radiometer in the interval 8-14 μm. In this way the annual average emissivity for the in situ instrument was found to be 0.973. An estimate of T sky is also required and as there is no dedicated upward looking radiometer at the Cardington site this value has been set to 210 K which was also used by Noyes et al. (2007) . The value appears appropriate as it lies within the typical clear sky range of 200-250 K determined using radiative transfer modeling for representative atmospheric profiles at the site. Using the above values of emissivity and T sky yields a typical correction to the thermometer measurements of +1.3 K.
Comparisons of Satellite LST With NWP Forecasts
Here we present comparisons between the Met Office operational short-range forecasts of LST with the equivalent values from the GlobTemperature data sets. Figure 2 shows the mean daytime satellite NWP model LST difference using SEVIRI, AATSR, and MODIS observations. The plots show an average of the comparisons over 1 month of data for daytime overpasses. In each case as the viewing overpass time is different for each instrument (see Table 1 ), we use the following 2 h periods from each day to construct the monthly average; 10-12 UTC for SEVIRI, 10-12 UTC for AATSR, and 12-14 UTC for MODIS. MODIS results are also quite consistent with this apart from warmer retrievals over the Sahara. Notice that some regions during the day, such as the Congo, contain little or no matchups because of the requirement of cloud-free conditions in both the NWP model and satellite data sets. The equivalent plots for nighttime biases are shown in Figure 3 . In this case monthly averages are constructed using observations made during 22-00 UTC for SEVIRI, 22-00 UTC for AATSR, and 00-02 UTC for MODIS. The total number of observations used to construct the monthly averages is in excess of 1 million per day in the case of SEVIRI and MODIS while AATSR numbers~0.5 million per day.
Nighttime biases are more mixed in sign across regions and, while magnitudes are relatively small across Europe, very large negative biases are present over tropical forests and the arid regions of southern Africa.
Of the principal surface types in the Africa/Europe region (forests, grassland, and bare soil) the smallest yearly average differences between model and satellite are found for scenes containing a majority of bare soil.
The large positive daytime bias in the Sahel region has also been observed in comparisons using alternative LST data sets. For example, using LSTs derived from the IASI hyperspectral infrared sounder as discussed in Pavelin and Candy (2014) . This suggests that the bias originates through a modeling deficiency in the Met Office NWP model. Figure 4 shows the variation in satellite and model LSTs at 12 UTC for several regions computed from 2 years of matchups. It demonstrates that the seasonal variation in the bias between satellite and model can be complex and is dependent on location. For example, in the central Sahel region it can be seen that the bias is consistent in sign throughout the year, with a magnitude rising to almost +10 K as in late 2013. In contrast, at the Saharan location there is a clear summer time peak of similar magnitude but opposite sign, indicating that the model is warmer than the satellite, with good agreement at other times. The strong seasonal change in LST from winter to summer is evident over the British Isles, and this region exhibits a smaller range of daytime biases, with peak values of around +5 K during spring 2013.
Comparisons of Satellite LST With In Situ Measurements of LST
The corrected Cardington observations were compared to the SEVIRI/NWP model matchups discussed in the previous section, for those satellite pixels that contain the Cardington site. Table 2 summarizes these comparisons; there is very good agreement between the two observing systems for nighttime measurements. For instance, the standard deviations of the differences are less than 2 K and are of a similar magnitude of 1-2 K reported by Trigo et al. (2008) at the site in Portugal. This range gives an indication of the LST uncertainty and is the same range of values that are assigned to uncertainties for surface air temperature observations within the Met Office operational assimilation scheme; it suggests therefore that satellite LSTs are now of sufficient quality for use in data assimilation to support NWP. However, during the day the fits are not as good for the daytime observations, both in terms of bias and standard deviation. This is also seen at the (2007) for AATSR comparisons. The poorer fit is most likely due to an increase in heterogeneity in the LST field due to differing responses to diurnal warming for each type of surface. The in situ radiometer views radiances from a single (grass) surface, whereas the satellite will measure a mixture of radiances from the various surfaces contained within the satellite pixel, such as trees, grass, crops, ponds, and buildings. The effect of this is explored in Figure 5 which shows the variability in LST at each grid point for UM forecasts made over the British Isles at high (1.5 km) resolution. At each land grid point the standard deviation of LSTs for each active tile (trees, grass, bare soil, etc.) is displayed for midnight and midday conditions for the summer case in Figure 5 . It can be seen that the variability is much higher, typically in excess of factor 2, at midday for most of the domain.
Because of the difference in scale the satellite observations will contain some of this increased variability, whereas the in situ measurements will not and this leads to an increase in the measured spread in the computed differences between the two observing types. It suggests that at this site the nighttime data set gives a better indication of the effective accuracy of the satellite product.
3. GlobTemperature LSTs and the Met Office Land Surface Scheme
Land Surface Analysis Scheme Overview
In common with other NWP centers the Met Office NWP system includes real-time analyses of the atmospheric and land states that are used to initialize subsequent atmospheric forecasts. For the global suite analyses are provided every 6 h, and for the case of the land component these are created using a scheme based on the extended Kalman filter (EKF) methodology. Other centers, e.g., ECMWF, also use this approach (de Rosnay et al., 2013) with the aim of combining information from meteorological stations and satellite observations to form an accurate representation of the land variables. In the case of the scheme implemented at the Met Office the soil moisture and temperature variables are in columns of soil at each land grid point. The soil columns correspond to those used in the operational forecast model and are split into four layers with the following thicknesses (from surface to depth): 0.10, 0.25, 0.65, and 2 m. Analysis increments are applied to each soil column in turn using the following equations:
The symbols in equation (3) represent the following: x represents the analysis vector (soil moisture and soil temperature at each soil level), y a vector of observations, x b is the background vector or short-range forecast from the previous cycle, and H is the observation operator which provides the conversion from model to observation space.
K represents the Kalman gain and is computed in the following way:
where B represents the background error covariance matrix, R the observation error covariance matrix, and H the linear version of the observation operator. H contains the sensitivity of the observation to a change in an analysis variable. It is the key link between the indirect observations and the variables we wish to estimate within the soil layers. H is derived through short duration runs of the JULES land surface model, and these are performed as part of the analysis cycle, to ensure that they are appropriate to the current land surface conditions at each grid point. Operationally, meteorological reports from land stations of near-surface air temperature and humidity are used alongside satellite observations of soil wetness within the Met Office scheme. The soil wetness data originate from the ASCAT scatterometer instrument on board the MetOp-A and B satellites, and the processing of this data set is described in Dharssi et al. (2011) . Station reports are not uniformly distributed across the continents, and in order to provide observations at each grid point preprocessing is applied before use in the EKF. A simplified version of the atmospheric analysis scheme is used to provide a twodimensional field of surface humidity and temperature. summarizes the background and observation errors used in the EKF computations. These variables are used to construct B and R, which are assumed to be diagonal. Observation errors for the surface air data refer to the two-dimensional data sets.
Inclusion of GlobTemperature LSTs
LST data sets are integrated into the Met Office EKF in order to assess their impact on NWP forecasts. Since the EKF operates on each land point separately, the aim of the LST preprocessing for each instrument (SEVIRI, MODIS, etc.) is to provide a quality-controlled gridded data set covering the Met Office land grid points. The first step is to read in the LST observations made within the analysis window (typically set to 6 h centered on the analysis time) and the corresponding model forecasts of LST and cloud cover (which are available at an hourly frequency). Observations then pass through a series of quality control tests, and observations are individually rejected if any of the following are true:
1. The Observation is located on model sea point. 2. The LST value is outside of the reasonable range taken as 220-350 K. 3. Probability in excess of 50% that the observation contains a gross error through comparison with the model forecast LST using Bayesian theory (Lorenc & Hammon, 1988) . This test helps to remove any residual cloud contamination. 4. Snow cover detected at observation location. The Met Office daily snow analysis is used as the source of snow information (Pullen et al., 2011) , with a value in excess of 0.05 kg m À2 denoting snow.
5. The Model cloud fraction is in excess of 0.2, denoting cloud cover at location of observation.
The GlobTemperature-harmonized data sets include quality control flags for each observation to identify cloud contamination or low confidence in the retrieval and observations are also removed if either conditions are true. For this initial study of NWP impact an additional constraint is applied, whereby all observations made during daylight conditions are removed. This decision is influenced from the comparisons in section 2 where it was found that daytime LST observations appear to have very large positive biases in some regions, such as the Sahel, and the evidence from the in situ study that the fit between sources of LST representing different spatial scales is not as close during daytime conditions.
The final step in the preprocessing concerns the removal of the large biases between the LST and the model. As has been shown in section 2 even for the nighttime LST data there are many regions where the mean bias THE IMPACT OF SATELLITE-DERIVED LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURESbetween the satellite and model estimates of LST is much greater than the typical uncertainties of around 2 K that are associated with the observations. The approach used in other studies involving satellite measurements of LST and also other parameters, such as soil moisture, is to remove this mean bias prior to assimilation, e.g., as discussed in Ghent et al. (2010) . A similar strategy is employed here in which the monthly mean bias is computed between GlobTemperature LST and the NWP model at each land grid point from several years of data, in this case 2012-2013. Biases are computed for each satellite instrument individually to capture effects that are likely to influence the bias such as overpass time, assumptions in the retrieval method and instrument systematic errors. It should be noted that for polar-orbiting instruments, such as MODIS, this treatment does not currently remove any bias that is dependent on satellite viewing angle. Figure 6 summarizes the satellite preprocessing in the form of a flow diagram, while Figure 7 shows LST observations before and after preprocessing for a single analysis time in 2013 for the SEVIRI and MODIS instruments (note that there were no AATSR data available for this time as the satellite failed in April 2012). Typically, about 30% of the observations are removed, with the requirement that the model cloud is clear at the observation location responsible for the majority of rejections. By way of comparison with SEVIRI, Figure 8 shows the typical distribution of in situ reports over Africa, again for a single analysis time. These are currently the main source of soil temperature information within the EKF, and it can be seen that large regions of the continent are unobserved, e.g., south of the Congo River. It is in these regions with conventional observing gaps that the satellite data have real potential to provide information about the land state.
An important change to the system required for the inclusion of LSTs is to include a new row in the EKF H matrix to account for the sensitivity of LST observations to a change in each of the analysis variables. This is achieved by storing the LST forecast (in addition to the existing variables such as air temperature) from the JULES short duration runs. Figure 9 shows the resulting element in the H matrix representing the sensitivity of LST at each grid point with respect to a change, or small perturbation, in Level 1 soil temperature (representing a thickness of 10 cm below the surface). The size of the soil temperature perturbation, which 
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CANDY ET AL. THE IMPACT OF SATELLITE-DERIVED LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURESis applied at the start of the JULES run, is set to À0.05 K. Results show a positive value at all locations, and the strongest coupling between LST and soil temperature is found to be during the night. This confirms studies by Dharssi et al. (2013) for an experimental version of the EKF applied to a different season, where a similar strong nighttime signal was observed.
There is also a similar pattern of variation found for H matrix values with respect to Level 2 soil layers (not shown), albeit with about half the magnitude.
Until this work the EKF has used fixed uncertainties for the existing observation types (i.e., the values in Table 3 were applied at each land point, irrespective of surface type). For the introduction of LST into the system we have chosen to use the GlobTemperature uncertainty estimates to construct the relevant term in the R matrix for each grid point which then feeds into the Kalman gain matrix (matrix K in equation (4)). K controls the size of the updates to the analysis variables (soil temperature and moisture) arising from the latest batch of observations and its magnitude can be considered the effective weight for a given observation type. For SEVIRI (Figure 7 ) a large variation in LST uncertainty can be observed, from the relatively low values of 1 K to extremes in excess of 3 K. As discussed before these are dependent on the surface type and viewing angle; for SEVIRI the highest errors are found in desert regions and at the edge of the viewing disc. This variation has a large effect on K and consequently is an important influence on the weight of the satellite data within the analysis. The elements of K that link SEVIRI LST to Level 1 soil temperature range from 0.1 (low weight over desert) to nearly 1.0 (high weight over grassland). As a comparison the equivalent elements for near-surface air temperature are in the range 0.1 to 0.5, suggesting that the meteorological station data have overall a lower weight in the analysis for updating soil temperature.
Impact of LST Observations in NWP
We investigate the impact of assimilating the LST data in the land scheme on the resulting analyses and subsequent atmospheric forecasts. This is carried out through comparisons of a series of runs of the trial version of the Met Office NWP suite. This contains the following components in addition to the land surface EKF; each has the purpose to provide initial conditions for the subsequent atmospheric forecasts: (1) atmospheric analyses using a hybrid 4D-Var system (Clayton et al., 2012) and (2) daily Sea ice and SST analyses (Donlon et al., 2011) .
The atmospheric forecasts are generated via the Unified Model (UM) with land surface exchange modeled by the JULES scheme. The current configuration, including land surface settings, of the UM is described in detail by Walters et al. (2014) . After each analysis atmospheric forecasts are generated using the UM with a range out to 48 h.
The trial version of the NWP suite differs from the operational setup in two main respects. First, the horizontal grid is reduced from 1536 by 1152 points to 640 by 480. This equates to a degradation in spatial resolution from 16 km to 40 km. Second, the background error matrix for the 4D-Var analyses is derived from climatology, rather than containing an additional flow-dependent component estimated from an ensemble of shortrange atmospheric forecasts. Both these changes are made in order to reduce the computational cost. A monthlong run of the trial NWP suite from 1 August to 31 August 2013 was performed using the components as listed above and represents the control run. In the control run the land EKF assimilated the current data sets used in operations; meteorological station reports of temperature and humidity, alongside soil wetness observations from the ASCAT scatterometer. A second run was performed in an identical manner with the addition of the use of satellite LSTs within the land EKF. This is referred to as the experiment run in the following sections. LST observations from SEVIRI on board the Meteosat-10 satellite and MODIS on board the Aqua satellite were used in the experiment run. These instruments were chosen from those available in the GlobTemperature catalogue as they represent instruments in both geostationary and polar orbits. As mentioned earlier the AATSR instrument was no longer operational during the trial period and so could not be assimilated. A second important point is that both instruments have the potential to be available in near real time, making the results seen here of particular interest to other operational NWP centers. Figure 10 shows a time series of analysis increments; these represent the adjustment made by the EKF to create the analysis from the previous forecast. At each cycle the values represent mean and standard deviations taken over all valid grid points in which the EKF is active, typically for the period analyzed this totals 90% of all land points north of Antarctica. Results are shown for the top two soil levels (down to a depth of 35 cm) for soil temperature. It can be seen that in general the mean increment into the soil is slightly more positive in the experiment run when LST observations are assimilated. The standard deviations are significantly higher (by a factor of around 2) in the experiment run suggesting that generally when the LST data are assimilated the size of the changes to create the new temperature analysis at each cycle are much larger. At the two lowest soil levels the change in temperature increments arising from the LST data is negligible and so it can be concluded that the information arising from the LST data is only changing the temperature analyses in the first two layers. To adjust the deeper soil layers, further experiments could be performed in which the forecast error matrix (B in equation (4)) contains some estimation of the error correlations between soil layers, but this is beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, it is very encouraging that the EKF is providing updates into the soil from this new data source and confirms the expected results given the LST/soil temperature coupling suggested from the H matrix in Figure 9 . Notice also that the changes to the soil moisture increments are much smaller, an increase of around 5-10% in the experiment run when compared to the control. Recalling that only nighttime LST is assimilated, this is in line with studies elsewhere (e.g., Balsamo et al., 2007) that suggest information on soil moisture from LST is mainly from daytime observations when the rate of surface temperature rise is affected by the amount of moisture in the soil. Accordingly, subsequent analysis CANDY ET AL. THE IMPACT OF SATELLITE-DERIVED LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURESin this paper focuses on impacts related to soil and near-surface temperature, rather than the hydrological cycle.
Land Surface Analyses
The impact on the soil temperature analyses from the experiment run can be assessed using independent in situ measurements, and several networks around the globe provide these via sensors embedded directly in the soil. Although not routinely reported by meteorological stations, the data are available from the International Soil Moisture Network and a description of the contributing networks can be found in Dorigo et al. (2011) . Figure 11 shows examples of these observations over a full year for the Met Office Cardington site and five other networks in Europe that were reporting during the period of the NWP trial runs.
These other networks are as follows: SMOSMANIA, comprising 20 stations across Southern France (Calvet et al., 2007) ; HOBE, 29 stations in Denmark (Bircher et al., 2011) ; TERENO, 5 stations in Germany (Zacharias et al., 2011) ; REMEDHUS, 20 stations in Spain (University of Salamanca); and WEGENERNET, 12 stations in Austria (University of Graz).
The in situ sensors are generally located at a depth of 5 cm and so are comparable to the first soil level of the NWP model. Figure 11 also shows the equivalent 6 h forecast values for this level at several sites from the operational NWP model, and it can be seen that there is a good agreement with the in situ data; the range of differences is within 5 K, suggesting that the background error of 2 K used within the land EKF is an appropriate estimate. Correlation coefficients are in excess of 0.9. Notice that during the summer period at El Coto there is clear indication that the NWP forecast is too low compared to in situ. This is also seen in other stations of the Spanish network and is consistent with the positive bias seen by the LST observations over the Spanish peninsular seen earlier in this paper (Figures 2 and 3) . Similar comparisons were made for the short-range forecasts of soil temperature from the control and experiment runs for each station in the networks and also at the Met Office observing site. Quality control has been applied to remove sites which, for a variety of reasons, such as poor sensor calibration or the site is unrepresentative of the local area, have a poor fit to the NWP model. To do this, the method used by Albergel et al. (2015) is followed; sites are removed with poor correlations against the model over 1 year of data as specified by negative correlation coefficient or p value statistic in excess of 0.05. Several networks had stations that were not reporting during the period of the NWP trial, but despite this, 51 sites contributed to the statistics below. Table 4 shows the mean results for each network, and generally, the changes are small. There is, however, indication for the REMEDHUS network that the effect of the LST assimilation is to reduce the large positive bias between in situ and the NWP model. A similar change is also seen at the Cardington site. Here both the mean and standard deviations of the differences have been reduced by more than 10%. HOBE and WEGNERNET sites also show a reduction in standard deviation.
Another aspect of assessing the impact of the new observations is to look at how the fit of the model LST forecasts changes with respect to the observations. Figure 12 shows the standard deviation of the difference between SEVIRI LST and the short-range model forecast for both the control and experiment runs. The Figure 12c shows the ratio of these differences with values less than 1 indicating that the fit between satellite and model has improved due to the LST assimilation. The majority of grid points have ratios less than 1, suggesting that for most of the region covered by SEVIRI the LST assimilation is resulting in an improved short-range forecast of LST. Splitting statistics by land cover the fit is improved by 5% or more for bare soil regions and grasslands. There is less improvement over forested regions,~2%, which may be due to reduced coupling between the tree canopy top and the soil layer. This weaker sensitivity is confirmed by looking at the nighttime H matrix (Figure 9 ) which contains smaller values over the Amazon and Congo rainforest regions.
Atmospheric Forecasts
It is common practice at NWP centers to measure forecast performance through comparisons with in situ observations, allowing the calculation of forecast error for a particular parameter between the forecast and the observations. In the case of surface atmospheric temperature this is evaluated using differences between NWP forecasts (generated at each analysis time) representing air temperature at 1.5 m height above the surface and corresponding observations from meteorological stations. In Figure 13 the change in the rootmean-square (RMS) forecast error for surface air temperature between the experiment run and the control is shown for three standard verification regions: Europe (70°N-25°N, 10°W-28°E), Africa (40°N-40°S, 20°W-52°E) and North America (60°N-25°N, 145°W-50°W ). The number of forecasts used is one per analysis time and totals 120 across the trial period. Positive values represent a reduced forecast error, or improvement, in the experiment run compared to the control and it can be seen that there is a small but consistent improvement for the European and Africa regions over the full forecast range. The improvements are largest over Africa with reductions in the forecast error in excess of 1% at a forecast range of 24 h. Over North America the results are smaller and of mixed sign representing an overall neutral impact. As the NWP runs examined in this work total 1 month of results and taken together with the number of verifying observations collected, changes in excess of 1% for temperature errors are considered statistically significant. This is based on random sampling from a synthetic distribution of forecast errors following the method described by Chai and Draxler (2014) . Consequently, for the trials described here it is the African region in which the LST assimilation results in a statistically significant improvement.
The neutral impact over North America is striking and was investigated further by performing a second experiment with fixed observation uncertainties for LST, as it was noted that the MODIS supplied uncertainties (range 0.5-1.5 K) were much smaller than the equivalent values for SEVIRI (range 1-3 K). An indication of this can be seen in Figure 7 . The observation uncertainties were fixed in this second experiment at 2 K, a value consistent with the standard deviation of the MODIS innovations. The surface air temperature impacts in this second experiment were also found to be neutral over the North America region in the range of +0.1 to À0.3%, which is very similar to the results in Figure 13 . It was therefore concluded that the neutral impact over North America was not sensitive to the lower observation uncertainties supplied with MODIS. Other forecast variables typically assessed during NWP trials include those representative of the general atmospheric circulation, such as pressure at mean sea level (PMSL), geopotential height, and upper level winds. Of these variables the largest changes were found in the PMSL field and are of relatively small and mixed impact. Figure 14 shows the changes to the PMSL forecast error for the African region, and it can be seen that overall the changes are beneficial. Figure 14 (top row) shows the change to the mean forecast error (verified by observations from meteorological stations as before), and in general, the NWP forecasts are smaller in magnitude than the verifying observations. The LST assimilation reduces this negative bias slightly across the entire forecast range out to 5 days. In addition, Figure 14 (bottom row) shows the RMS forecast error and in the forecast range interval of 1 to 3 days there is a slight reduction in this metric within the LST Experiment.
Discussion: Impact Over North America
The positive impact in the atmospheric forecasts over Africa is very encouraging; however, the neutral impact over the North American region requires further investigation. While we have noted that the impact may be smaller over certain surface types, due to the weaker coupling between LST and the soil layer, this region contains a mix of grasslands, forested regions, and desert. Consequently, we should expect a positive response to LST assimilation. However, unlike the African region, North America contains a very dense network of over 8,000 meteorological stations. The air temperature from these stations contributes via the EKF to soil temperature analyses in both the control and experiment runs. To examine the relative impact of the two observing systems, we undertook a case study at the end of the trial period for one analysis cycle. This looked at the effect of assimilating the meteorological stations and the satellite LSTs individually over North America. The time of the case was at 06 UTC; it is this analysis in the 6 h cycle when the region is covered by darkness and so the LST observations can contribute. Table 5 shows the resulting innovations and analysis increments in the first soil layer for the North American area (60°N-25°N, 145°W-50°W ).
The table shows that both the station and satellite data have innovations (or fits to the NWP short range forecast) over North America that are similar to other regions (e.g., comparing with the SEVIRI innovations over Africa in Figure 12 ). The resulting soil temperature increments arising from each observing type are of a similar magnitude, noting that the effect of the meteorological stations is to cool the soil slightly. However, Figure 15 shows that for this assimilation cycle the LST data are confined to the eastern side of the continent and, for the most part, in regions that contain a high spatial density of meteorological stations. We suggest therefore that in order to obtain a improved forecast (compared to the control) for the nearsurface air temperature over North America the spatial coverage of LST observations needs to be increased beyond what was used in the experiment run. This could be achieved in two ways: first, by increasing the length of the observation time window used in each analysis. Currently, this is set to 2 h centered on the analysis time. However, doing this may create representation issues with the EKF computation as the H matrix sensitivity is currently computed at the analysis time for all observations, regardless of their actual observation time within the window. An alternative is to extend the amount of data through the addition of more geostationary observations of LST, in this case from a satellite centered over North America. In particular, this would give extended coverage into the region west of longitude 100°W, where there is a notable reduction in the spatial density of surface observations and consequently more potential for forecast impact in the atmospheric temperature.
Conclusions and Future Work
This work represents a pioneering study in the evaluation on the use of satellite land surface temperature (LST) within the Met Office land surface EKF assimilation system. To our knowledge it is also the first time that LSTs have been assimilated into a land assimilation system that is then used to provide the surface state for a NWP model. It allows us to investigate the impact in both the soil state and atmospheric forecasts. The approach to assimilate this new data source, which composes of observations from both geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites, has been guided through comparisons with short-range forecasts of LST from the operational global NWP model and an in situ radiometer. These showed that, in general, the smallest differences were during nighttime scenes, and comparisons with the in situ radiometer suggested at night the satellite LST uncertainties are less than 2 K.
Experiments were run within the NWP system to test the impact of night time satellite LSTs within the EKF using observations from SEVIRI (geostationary) and MODIS (polar-orbiting) instruments. The GlobTemperature data sets include uncertainties, and a novel feature of the NWP experiments was to construct the observation error (R) matrix on a scene-by-scene basis. The R matrix directly affects the weight given to the satellite observations within the EKF compared to the other sources, particularly the observations from meteorological stations. Over Africa, for instance, the satellite LSTs will have very low weight, compared to the station data in desert and other bare soil regions, but a much higher weight in grassland regions. It is important therefore that future satellite LST products contain meaningful uncertainty estimates and their use should be encouraged in data assimilation systems. 
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Results from the experiments showed that assimilation of GlobTemperature LSTs provided updated information for soil temperature in the first two soil levels, as expressed by an increase in the analysis increments within the EKF. Validation of the soil temperature arising from the EKF was undertaken using in situ measurements from several networks, and over the Iberian Peninsula a cold bias in the model soil temperature was reduced. Over Africa the short-range forecast of LST was also improved by up to 20% in some locations, notably over the desert and grasslands. An assessment of the impact on the atmospheric forecasts was also made, and the main impact found was a small, but consistent, reduction in forecast error for surface air temperature over Europe and Africa. Of the three regions studied, Africa showed the largest improvement due to LST assimilation. We suggest that this is probably due to the fact that meteorological stations, which are an existing source of observations for the EKF soil and surface temperature analyses, are very sparse in parts of this continent.
These results are a very encouraging first step toward the direct use of satellite-derived LSTs within the Met Office scheme, and the intention is to explore this work further with additional experiments. Two potential studies which would be beneficial are first to include daytime LSTs. Although the daytime satellite/model biases are large, with a potential dependency on viewing angle which could be challenging to correct in an operational scheme, there is the likelihood that these data could provide additional information on near-surface soil moisture as suggested by several studies. Since the use of LST in the EKF has been designed to accommodate additional instruments, through running the preprocessing in parallel for each observation type, a second useful study then would be to examine the impact when LSTs from additional satellites are assimilated. As a priority, focus should be given to geostationary satellites as they should greatly extend data coverage. The hourly or higher observing frequency in this orbit is particularly attractive for assimilation as it increases the likelihood of clear observations at each analysis time. A suitable choice for such an experiment would be LSTs generated from the imager onboard the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) over North and South America (Freitas et al., 2013) . Extended use of polar orbiting data with differing overpass times to the Aqua satellite, for example, from the recently launched sea and land surface temperature radiometer on Sentinel-3, will also help to improve coverage at high latitudes.
